Video Worksheet
Unit number: 7

Topic: Describing places

Video: Mahmoud describes his apartment
Go to the Mastering Arabic website to play the
video of Mahmoud introducing himself and
talking about his apartment in Cairo (al-qhira).
See if you can answer these questions:
1 What feature of Cairo is near to the
apartment ?
2 What is the name of the street?
3 What is there at the start of the street?
4 What is there next to Mahmoud’s house?
5 Is there a television or internet in the
apartment? Why/Why not?

Extension activity
✔ Watch the video and write the missing words in the gaps.

.IôgpÉ≤dG ______ ‘ »à≤s°nT .Oƒªﬁ ______ ÉfGC !Ó
k gGC
¬ª°Sp G ´pQÉ°T ‘ ,π«ædG ______ øe áÑjôbn á≤q°nûdG
.''ìÉàØeo …Rƒan QƒàcódG ______''
ÖfpÉépH Éªæ«°Sh ,´QÉ°ûdG ∫hsGC ‘ ______ ∂ænH ∑
n Éægo
¢ù«dh ,¿ƒjõØ«∏Jp n∑Éægo ______ á≤q°ûdG ‘ .â«ÑndG
______ ÉfGC .∑Éæg øµo°SnGC ’ »fq’C ,âfÎfp G ______
.OQƒØ°ùcoGC áæjóne ‘
✔ See the following page for a full transcript, a translation, notes and answers to the
comprehension questions and Extension activity.
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Transcript

.IôpgÉ≤dG áæjóne ‘ »à≤s°nT .Oƒªﬁ »ª°SG ÉfGC !kÓgGC
´pQÉ°T'' ¬ª°Sp G ´QpÉ°T ‘ ,π«ædG ô¡fn øe áÑjôbn á≤q°nûdG
.''ìÉàØoe …Rƒan QƒàcódG
.â«ÑndG ÖfpÉéHp Éªæ«°Sh ,´QÉ°ûdG ∫hsGC ‘ ÒÑcn ∂æHn n∑Éægo
,âfÎfp G ∑Éæg ¢ù«dh ,¿ƒjõØ«∏Jp n∑Éægo ¢ù«d á≤q°ûdG ‘
.OQƒØ°ùcoGC áæjóen ‘ øµo°SGC ÉfGC .∑Éæg øµo°SnGC ’ »fq’C
Translation
Hello! My name’s Mahmoud. My apartment is in the city of Cairo.
The apartment is near the River Nile, in a street called “Doctor
Fawzi Muftah Street”.
There’s a large bank at the start of the street, and a cinema next to
the house [i.e. the apartment building].
In the apartment there isn’t a television and there isn’t internet
because I don’t live there. I live in the city of Oxford.

Notes

´QÉ°ûdG ∫hCq G (awwal ash-shri´) means ‘the start of the street’, in contrast to
´QÉ°T ∫hCq G (awwal shri´) which means ‘the first street’.
✔ »fC
q ’ (li’annı) = ‘because I’
✔

See the transcript above for the missing words.

Answers to Extension activity
1 The River Nile. 2 Doctor Fawzi Muftah Street. 3 A large bank.
4 A cinema. 5 No, there is neither because Mahmoud doesn’t live there.

Answers to comprehension questions
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